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comparison of surge measurement data obtained from 
1. An air model of the type described in this report pe and model turbines. 
can successfully be used to determine the surging 
characteristics of hydraulic turbine draft tubes. The . equipment need have no more mechanical components INTRODUCTION 
than the minimum required to precisely introduce, 
wntrol, and measure swirlmg flow at the draft tube D tube surges have created problems i 

hydroelectric powerplants using reaction turbinzs for 
several decades.' 

2 The shape of the draft tube has a significant 
influence on the surging r3aracteristics-the cGge of Draft tube surge 
surging, the frequency band of the surges, and the positions above 
amplitude of the resulting pressure pulsat~ons. 

3. The throat geometry generally has more influence serious manifestations, suc 
on the surging characteristics than the shape of the power Output (power mi 
remaining downstream portion of the draft tube. 

4. The degree of divergenfe of a draft tube is the most surges. 
+- 

significant geometric feature affecting surging 
characteristics. Bends and relative length have les 

-- 

ntirely with greater angles. 

6. The use of straight cylinder sections [any LID) or erred to in the literature as "vo 
wnstant diameter elbows in or near the draft tube 
throat will increase the range of surging and general1 
increase the frequency and amplitude of the surges. 

frequencies of other features of the hydroelectric plant determining the basic nature a 
can be checked with fair accuracy using thz result5 surges. A biblicgraphy of literature pertaining to draft 

tube surges and swirling flow in ~ b e s  was collected. 
An analysis and expermental investigation was 

k avo~ded by proper choice of geometric compo conducted to gain an understanding of draft tube 
in the draft tube design. surging and to correlate occurrence, frequency, and 

amplitude of the surges with flow and geometric 
variables related to the flow through the turbine and 

APPLICATIONS draft tube. The experimental investigation was 
reported in a USER report by Cassidy2 while the 

The results presented in th 
predict with fair accuracy 
frequencies, and pressure amplitudes of draft tube Falvey.' Specific aspects of the studies were also 
surges in prototype or model turbines. The draft tube presented in two papers by Cass~dy and ~ a l v e y . ~ . ~  
shape and performance characteristics of the turbine 
must be known. The results can be used in draft tube ~assidy' noted that the dimen 

"Numbers indicate references at end of report. 



investigation of this aspect would be of great value in assumption was made that regardless of the manlier in 
understanding the surge phenomenon, in predicting which angular momentum is  introduced into the flow, 
frequencies, and in applying measures to reduce or the resulting surging Characteristic5 will be the same for - 
eliminate the surges. The experimental work presented a particular value of R ~ ~ l p d .  The frequency 
in this report i s  a continuation and expansion of parameter is a form on the Strouhal number fDalV (V 
Cassidy's studies. The same experimental equipment i s  the axial velocity), written in terms of dischalge. 
and analysis were used. However, ell results are from 

data obtained subsequeat to cassidy'~ studies. Based on his initial experimentation wlth a simplified 
model using air as the fluid, CassidyZ concluded that: 

This report contains sufficient analysis and desaiption 
of experimental equipment and procedure to pr~dide 1. For a given draft tube shape there is a critical 
an ample background for the analysis and applicnion value of above which surgingflow exists. 
of experimental results. For a more thorough 
discussion of the analysis and description of the 2. The frequency and pressure parameters can be 
experimental equipment, the reader should refer to correlated with the momentum parameter for a 
references2 while background information on problems given draft tube shape. 
arising from draft tube surges and attempts to solve 
them can be obtained from reference.' 3. Frequency and rms pressure values of the surging 

flow are independent of viscous effects for 
Reynolds numbers above approximately 80.000 

ANALYSIS (prototype Reynolds numbers greatly exceed 
80,000). 

particular draft tube shape, the frequent, f and 
root-mean-square (rms) amplitude ; 

moment of momentum (angular 
Dimensional analysis yielded the follo 
relationships: 

pressure parameter 

and frequency parameter 

Where R i s  the Reynolds number 4QlrrDsu. The ratio The left side of Equation 





The momentum parameter of the flow entering the the band pass was se 
draft tube could be determined in the simplified frequencies encountered, and later adjusted as 
laboratory model with far less effort than would be required. 
required in a complete turbine model. Without the 
turbine runner, the momentum parameter at the draft For a particular gate setting, a given draft tube surges 
tube throat i s  equal to that existing in the flow leaving at the same frequency throughout the entire tube (with 
the wicket gates. Equation (5) could therefrre beused a few notable exceptions). The amplitude, however, 
to compute the momentum parameter of the flow varies with locaticn along the tube wall. Data were 
entering the draft tube: generatly taken at a location where amplitude was 

maximum, since the frequency was k t  defined at that 
Q2D3 - alDa - D3R sina location. p------- PO BNS 

The mmputation of the pressure and frequency 
parameters requ~red the measurement of discharge and location. For one draft tube, data 
the frequency and rrns pressure of the draft tube several locations without feeding the signal through the 
surges. The rate of discharge was controlled at the band-pass filter, for comparison of rrns pressures with 
wicket gate openings and varied along with the gate the filtered signal results. 
opening area with changes in the gate setting. The 
discharge was measured by a differential orifice located A run mnsisted of frequency and rms pressure 
in the inlet pipe to the pressure box. Pressure measurements (along with discharge orifice pressure 
differential across the oriflce was measured y!ith a differentia1)Jaken at the same piezometer a t  numerous 
pressure cell and conditioned by and rec~rded on one gats settipgs in the ran;;? of surging. The data, along 
channel of a dual channel recorder-amplifier. with amplifier attenuation factors. air densitv, and 

descriptive information were recorded on data sheets 
The plastic draft tubes being tested had piezometer suitable for ADP,card keypunch u 
taps at several locations along the walls. A pressure cell parameters and other flow variables 
with a short piece of flexible tubing could be attached determined by computer. During the co 
to the piezometers for dynamic pressure pickup. The frequency and pressure parameter versus 
signal was conditioned by the second channel of the parameter curves muld be plotte 
recorder-amplifier and fed through a band.pass filter to cathodo-ray tube (CRT) and photog 
an oscilloscope and rms meter. Frequencies of the microfilm for later copying and co 
periodic ptessure pulsations were the The CRT plotting routine was design 
retentive screen of the . The frequency or pressure paramete 
instrumentation i s  shown in Fig 

LABORATORY PROC 

The values of R, S, and a, define 
with the gate position. These quan 
measured or 3~s?hically determined for numerous gat? 
angle settings, and tables for use in computations were Cawid, that the drah tube s 
prepared from smoothed curves of R, S, and a versus aefinit t on the range of wrging an 
gate angle. The value of the momenrdm parzmeter for the f pressure on the pulsations. 
a particular gate setting could then be :eadily testing was limited to one model draft tube, an 
computed using Equation (6). irregularly expanding cone, and several cylinders 

varying diameter and length. From the results, it w 
For a particular draft tube, the range of gate settings not possible m extrapolate what shapes could elimina 
for which surging flow could be detected was first or at least reduce the surging. 
noted, as well as the approxinrate maximum and 
minimum frequencies in that range. If the frequency A-systematic study to correlate the geom 
band was not too great, the high- and low-pass circuits components found in typical draft tubes 
on the band.pass filter were set somewhat outside this surging characteristics was undertaken. A 

I band. Occasionally the frequencies varied greRiiy ari6 shapes iested wure actual models of draft tubes with 
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the pressure parameter. momentum parameter values above about 1.0, and 
only results below this value should be considered. The 

values but does not change t h e  range of surging. cylindrical 
Removal of the piers and progressively sections of the total flux. 
downstream end of the draft tube has I 

characteristics than the entire draft N 

Simple sections c: truncated 15' c 

parameters. Figure 6 also verifie 
dimensional annlysis as related to 

The  longest and shortest tubes display surging ranges The surge ampli 
and frzquency and pressure perameter.curves quite from the inlet 

far greater than the r 
pressure parameter also incre 
higher values than for the 0th 
notM that 7.5' cone wit 
downstream of the constantdiameter el!,ow in the the outlet. The 
Grand Coulee pump-rurbine draft iube. 

constant-diameter e 
Straight cylindrical tubes display surging characteristics elbows of draft tube 
quite different from those of expanding cones (see 
Figure 8). Short sections (LID <I) produce Substitution of a str 
high-frequency curves, while longer sections have r.vo the elbow in the Grand Cou 
distinct frequencies-the higher being exactly double tube does not alter the frequen 

sections. 

a momentum parameter value of about 2.0 (see Figure 



. upstream components have the most influence, in this 
case just the opposite is true. A similar comparison is Recentiy the contracts for two different turbines for 
presented in Figure 16, where the influence of straight Bureau of Reclamation projects included requirements 
cylinder sections inserted between cone sections i s  for pressure pulsation meawrements during model 
illustrated. tests. The manufacturers furnished the Bureau 

complete operating data and draft tube pressure 
Two lengths of 30' exoanding cones were also tested. pulsation'oscillograms and magnetic recording tapes. 
No peric4ic ;%sure fluctuations could be detected From there data, it was pcssible to compute the 
with the instruments and measuring techniques used in dimensionless pararnerers. The frequenq parameter . the other tests. results for these turbines, the Grand Coulee Third 

Fowerplan: turbine model, and the Grand Coulee 
It was pointed out ea~lier that the amplitude of the Pumping Plant pump-turbine model are shown in 
surge varies with location along the tube wall. In simple Figure 19. , 
symmetrical shapes the variance occurs in a fairly 
regular fashion (Figure 12). In an elbow of constant A vtoner r 3 r y  o i  surging i s  produced by the turbine 
diameter the generalization can be made that pressure draft tube and i t s  frequency paiameter curve is lower. 
pulsation amplitude is  highest near the outlst and The difference in the surging characteristics can be 
higher a t  the inside than at the outside of the bend. In attributed to the different shapes of the two draft 
a more mmplex shape such as the Grand Coulee tdbes. The turbine draft @be area expands  rougho out 
pump-turbine draft tube the amplitude variation i s  not the elbow for a dirtan-ce of about 2.5 LID. with an 
as easily predictable throughout the total range p f  equivalent area cone expansio~ angle between 11° and 
surging. 13'. Then there is a slight gradua?decre<w in area in 

the vicinity of the piers. The long, initial expandkg 
Rms values of pressure pulsation were obtained for the section is sufficient, however, to produce surging 
enf :S range of surging at about 30 locations in the characteristics typical of an equivalent area expanding 
Grad  Coulee pump-turbine. The resulting pressure' cone. The frequency parameter curve is very similar to 
parameter curves a t  five cross sections (four curves the, one produced by the FonfencIB draft n ? k  with 
at section quarter pointsfor each section) are shown in conical throat (see Figure 4). The pump-turbine draft 
Figure 17. The results provide sufficient information to tube his a short, expanding initial section followed by 
obtain directly or interpolate the pressure parameter a. 100° constant-diameter elbow (centerline LID = 2). 
value a t  any location on the draft tube walls. The The constant-diameter elbow near the entrance tends 
maximum value of the pressure pulsation amplitude t~ extend the range of surging and produces higher 
itself in most cases occurs at the first peak of the frequencies, as was demonstrated by the air model tests 
pressure parameter curve, near a momentum parameter (Figure 4). 
value of 1. Pressure parameter plots for the 
downstream portions of the exit cone have not been 
shown because t h e  pressure pulsations vary in a fashion AIR MODEL AND HYDRAULIC 
typical o f  expanding cones, i.e., decreasing TURBINE MODEL COMPARISON 
downstream. 

The Grand Coulee pumpturbine draft tube surge =- 
All recorded pressure amplitudes were influenced'by characteristics were determined both from the 
the frequency filter band through which the amplified manufacturer's hydraulic scale model (1:9.5 scale) data 
pressure transducer signal was passed before it reached and the laboratow air model (1:17.8 scale) data. The 
the rms meter. The filtered rrns value was,?lways lower two tests were performed completely inkixmdently nf 
than what would have been measured-~ithout a each other. Coordination during the tests was not 
band-pass filter. Some cfirnparative data for four possible since the manufacturer's tests had been 
different locations in the Grand Coulee pumpturbine completed and reported when the air model tests were 
draft tube are shown in Figure 10. The unfiltered performed. The air model testing on this draft tube was 
pressure parameter in most cases i s  not more than 20 part of the regular testing program, and therefore 
percent higher than the filtered vaiue. established procedures were used to obtain the data. 
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Figuru 19. Cornparison of frequenw wmemrfor drand 
Cwlm Third Powerplant turbine and Grand Coulse 
Pumping Plant pumpturbine hydraulic models. 

Pressure pulsation data were obtained at approximatel 
the same location. near the draft tube inlet, in both 
tests. Results of the two tests are shown in Figu:e 20. 
The frequency parameter comparison i s  quite 
satisfactory. Pressure parameter values do not comoare 5 
nearly as well. Since powerplant cavitation factor, 6, is 1 1 1 I J ww we~w' 1 
a function of the vapor presrure of water, the air model 

OO 

wuld not be used to explore the effects of 6 on wouwru. w a r n .  a ,e 
p e w r e  amplitude. The best comwriron i s  obtained 
(as it shou'd) from the hydraulic model tests with the Fiwm 20. cornp~iron of frequenw and pramre 
highest value of 6 (6 = 0.43). Taking into amount t l ~e  mramters for Grand Coulee pumpturbine draft tube . 
varying test equipment and technisues used in the two ~mpuled fmm air model and hydraulic .falls mods1 
tests, the overall amparison of results i s  quite "mp"rbins. m 
encouraging. I 
The favorable comparison of results of the air model information. Conceivabl 
with the turbine model verifies a major assumption adjacent gates also vari 
made in applying the results of the dimensional caused by unwmmetrica 
analysis to experimental studies. That is, that regardless obtain accurate values of the momentum parometer 
of tha manner in which angular momentum i s  the flow leaving the w 
introduced into the flow, the resulting dimensionless circumferential integration 
wrgiqg character.istics in geometrically similar draft a t  several gate settings. 
tubes will be the same for a particular value of 
C~DIIPQ'. This says nothing about the accoracy of Armrate measurement of discha 
determining the correct value of ~ ~ D ~ I P Q ~ .  Computing computing the mmen 
the momentum parameter for a complex flow arch as discharge measurement err 
that passing through the runner i s  subject to many errors of zbout plus or mi 
uncertainties. and simplifying assumptions obviously 0.11 in the computed value of the momen 
must be made. The methods used to determine the parameter. The corresponding relative error 
value of the momentum parameter in the iwo studies approach 20 percent at the lower end of 
are not as exact as could be desired, and possibly can momen?um parameter surging range. 
be improved in future experiments and analyses. 

The greatest improvement in increasing the armracy of APPLICATION TO TURBINES 
computing the momentum parameter would be a more 
accurate determina,tion of the angular momentum of The air model tests and 
the flow through_he wicket gates. Presently this ir  model tens conclusively d 
done by means of a graphical analysis of $he flow draft tube shape and z r  
direction. Measurements of wicket gate flow pbdorrned numbers, there is  correlation 
cn hydraulic models would furnih valuable parameter and the frequency 







The,above values appear reasonable, but can be verified . 
and units are installed, and prototype 

draft tube surge data obtained. 

D: m 
ary to use specific model test points to 

to ty  pe frequencies a ~ d  pressure 
characteristic frequency and pressure 
for a partialar draft tube can be 

Q 
ing a simplified model or any 

bine-prototype or model. For the specific unit in 
estio',. sufficient data must be available to compute 

parameter (using Equation (10)) for 
and the prototype presure pulsation rms amplitude the particular operating point where frequency and 
from arnolitude are to be comouted. The wrresoondina - 

values of the frequency ar,d pressure parameters are 

) = \ pa2 ) (@) (12) 
0: P frequency and pressure amplitude are then computed 

obtained from the surge characteristic curves. The 

as in the above example. Somr other method of 
determining prototype discharge may be used. 

The freouencv and oressure amolitude of the 
prototype' surge for Run 69 (6 = 0.19) are computed 
below. The prototype draft tube diameter, DJ is  given ENCES 

9.35 feet. Prototype discharge can be computed by 
using Equation (91. where D2 in this case equals D p .  1. Fabey, H. T., t Tube Surges-A Review of 
Prototype net head can be computed frnm the Present Knowledge and an Annotated Bibliography," 
def~n~tion nl I = ~D, /H ' /~ .  The value of nl I for Run Report No. REC-ERC-71-42, U.S. Bureau of 
69 is  given as 109.1 in the madel test results. The Reclamation, Denver. Colorado, December 1971 
prototype unit will be operated at 200 rpm, and 
therefore the corresponding H f 94 feet. 2 Cassidy, J. J.. "Experimental Study and Analysis of 
Then from Equation (9) Draft-Tube Surging." Report No. REC-OCE.695, U.S. 

Bureau of Reclamation, Denver, Colorado, October 

(IP = Q ~ , D ~ H ' / ~  
1969 

(IP = (.844)(9.351' (2931'1 
3. Cassidy, J. J.. and Falvey. H. T.. "Obse~ations 
Unsteady Flow Arising After Vortex Breakdown, 
Journal of Fluid Mechanics, Vol. 31, Pan 4. p 

(Ip = 1263cfs 727-736, 1970 

Using Equation (11) . Falvey. 3. T. and Cassidy, J. J., "Frequency and 
mplitude of Pressure Surges Generated by Swirling 

Flow." Transactions o f  Symposium Stockholm f970, 
(1.2631 

fp = (.941- International Association for Hydraulic Research. Part 
(9.3513 1, Paper E1,Stockholm. Sweden, 1970 
















